I tell you, it is hard to say all that North Carolina is. But she is all of this and more.
-f r o m t h e f i l m n o r t h c a r o l i n a : t h e t a r h e e l s t a t e ( 1 9 5 3 )
Yes, this is North Carolina. The Old North State . . . yours and ours. From its mountains to the ocean and with simple hospitality, its home-folk bid you welcome. Babies (1953) , an instructional film aimed at African American midwives, is perhaps the best known of these. But the roots of this curiosity about and concern over the South has roots that stretch further back to the director's days with the Southern Educational Film Production Service (SEFPS). Founded in 1947 with a grant from the Rockefeller-funded General Education Board, the nonprofit organization, based in Athens, Georgia, was a joint effort of nine states seeking a regional film service to help their agencies communicate with their constituents.
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Joining the SEFPS after his wartime service with a U.S. Air Force photo intelligence unit, Stoney immersed himself in the documentary debates that fuelled (and sometimes redirected) the careers of so many like-minded, politically concerned filmmakers of the era in the United States, Great Britain, and Canada. As a service to its members and Southern filmmakers and educators more generally, the SEFPS published a newsletter called Southern Film News. Dedicated to "advancing education through films," the newsletter offered updates on recent releases, featured advice columns for aspiring filmmakers, and discussed the role motion pictures and filmstrips might play in the modern Southern classroom. The SEFPS, with its ideological commitment to the creation of socially engaged media with a practical purpose, was an ideal continuing educa- what are meant to be heart-swelling glimpses at those elements of the state that make "us" proud. In this respect, travel and geographical beauty are by no means disregarded; they are simply organized within a broader structure of achievement, progress, and change for the better. A section of the film focused on the mountains, for instance, comprises scenic images of peaks and valleys, accompanied by a narrator's observation that "no matter where mountain people go, they find a good deal more beauty than they have a right to bargain for" (see Figure 2) .
The Tarheel State, however, is equally interested in presenting the state's agrarian and industrial history in an effort to demonstrate North Carolina's unique commitment to modern business and the deep roots of Southern tradition (a different sort of variety, to be sure, but one the film is keen to subtly promote). "Tobacco," our narrator tells us, is "the gold that grows in fields." The film proudly moves viewers through the stages of cigarette production, an industry that embodied the film's idea of modernity walking in step with tradition. however, the boasts are enveloped in the logic of industry. Our narrator is frank about the fact that tourism is a business, and North Carolina's success in this particular realm is the film's ostensible subject. We are told that North Carolina's "third largest business, larger than furniture, is her resorts" and "one of her greatest resources is not tobacco or timber, but climate."
After this appeal to Carolinian business, however, the film quickly gets down to business, spilling forth its lists of attributes, here cleverly divided by season. In the winter, visitors might enjoy sports (golf, lawn bowling, skeet shooting, horseback riding, fox hunting, and relaxing) in the mid-south region of the state (Pinehurst and Southern Pines). In the spring, the southeastern section ( Wilmington) is unsurpassed for its botanical beauty, which might be enjoyed in its historic gardens or at the annual azalea festival. The region's beaches provide ample opportunity for boating, skiing, and fishing. community where other forms of connection might be more tenuous. Though at times facile in its "like parent/like child" structure, the film nonetheless presents a complex and careful argument for responsibility, and it is this commitment that resonates across Stoney's career and between these two early works. A secure and responsible bond between the state and its inhabitants (all of its inhabitants), his film wants to demonstrate, will perpetuate its healthy growth and maintain the variety it cherishes so dearly but, perhaps, fails to comprehend.
THE VARIOUS FORMS OF VARIETY: GEORGE STONEY'S TAR HEEL FAMILY
Stoney's Tar Heel Family, like the previously examined state-boosting films, explores a litany of North Carolina's achievements, natural beauties, and industrial and social successes. True to the familial logic he had already established, however, Stoney also emphasizes the importance of protecting and nurturing the presumed "variety" the other films simply take for granted or choose to ignore. In fact, the film
The result is a film organized around a careful and subtle rhetorical geometry, the logic of which is quietly revealed in the film's opening title card, which reads: "This is the story of how North Carolina inherited a rich storehouse of resources and the problems which grew out of their use and development, and how we as a Tar Narrated in a comfortable first-person style, the film seeks to reintroduce viewers to "our" state (the use of the first person is a key strategy) and to the elements that make "us" proud. This includes the state's discovery and its history. The other films spend some time here as well, but seldom move much further than The Lost Colony and the birth of the first white child in America. These sequences often feature reenactments from the Roanoke Island, NC production of The Lost Colony, an outdoor drama which debuted in 1937 and continues to run to this day. Stoney's film also uses reenactments.
Stoney, in fact, was a proponent of their careful incorporation, claiming in an interview that "reenactment was the way we made films. Reenacted documentaries were part of the mode, just as the Film Board [of Canada] was doing. The redefinition of the documentary came with verité, which I still think is pretty limited. What we didn't know was how shopworn the traditions could get after a while." 10 Stoney's reenactments and the narration that guides them, however, aim at depicting a sort of variety unexplored in the other films.
As picturesque landscapes and reenacted scenes of the state's early settlement flash across the screen, our narrator tells us that "it was a land of great beauty, so men came to find a living here. English settlers from Virginia built plantations in the tidelands. Often the craftsmen were men whose fine skills in metal work had been developed As for the "Negro emphasis", the committee must decide whether they want an honest film about the state or not. I do not think that the cutting copy, as it stood on December 21st (save for the school sequence) gave enough attention to Negroes, but as a North Carolinian I knew that we could not go much further. After the more inclusive history lesson, Stoney advances the narrative by a century, examining how the state has fared since its settlement. This is where the proud list so integral to the other films, and still very much in use in the state's tourist campaigns, is unveiled in all of its force. In Tar Heel Family, however, this pride is mixed with an unusual and, given the tenor of the other films, sobering dose of realism. 13 We are told that "our state is a leader in southern agriculture, with a total crop income ranked third highest in the nation. Today many families know comforts the old folks never dreamed of.
Yet we make our living out of the same things as did our grandfathers; the same mild climate, the same indifferent soil, and lots of family labor. Prosperity has come only as we have learned to make better use of these three things. And prosperity has come slowly." The state's riches, in other words, haven't fallen from the sky, aren't simply God-given. They are worked for, and the work yields slow returns. As in the other films, tobacco is covered. But here, it is far from "the gold that grows in fields." The narration discusses tobacco as a "hand-made crop" and emphasizes the hard work it takes to make it viable. In place of the romance of Southern tradition, here and elsewhere in the film, Stoney gives viewers dignified images of black labor. Slowly spun into the fabric of Stoney's narrative, in fact, is this notion that to be a strong family, the Tar Heel Family needs to acknowledge its racial diversity and not simply the diversity of its geography or its climate. Black families are an integral part of the Carolina family, and Stoney's film makes this point by unobtrusively including references to and images of their contributions.
Indeed, subtlety and a hearty reliance on the familiar form of variety sold in the other films is where the first half of Stoney's film excels. This becomes a conveyance for Stoney's differently aimed thesis. Viewers learn of the state's varied agricultural successes, its bounty of peanuts, early and late vegetables, and high-quality dairy products.
The film explains that, in the face of certain geographical disadvantages, Carolinian industriousness harnessed the swiftly moving streams, making the state a leader in textiles, tobacco production, and furniture. This portion of the film moves rapidly, like the romantically photographed stream, from one triumph to another, with familiar images and rhetoric. Hands harvesting tobacco; machines turning that raw material into cigarettes; spindles spinning out various colors of yarn; looms producing complexly patterned textiles out of that yarn; rough logs being split, followed by images of fine wooden furniture. This is the film's industrial crescendo.
This swell is followed by a preparatory statement and a transition into the film's final and differently pitched act. The narrator reminds us that, at one time, the state was derisively known as the Rip Van Winkle State, an unkind acknowledgment of the state's slow development and one of several explanations, though by no means the proudest, for the "Tar Heel" moniker, which some believe refers to Carolinian stubbornness. 14 As the narrator directs viewers back to the realm of reality, the film cuts to images of a lecturer in front of a terrifically skewed pie-chart with textiles consuming more than the entire right half (see Figure 6 ). Reverse shots of the lecturer's audience make it clear that the lecture-and, one presumes, the film-is also speaking to North Carolina industrialists themselves. Far from reactionary, this section of the film seeks to address a segment of the population in a position to change the state for the better, and it does so with characteristic dexterity. In an interview many years after the film's production, Stoney commented in a manner that speaks to both the substance and form of this section of the film. Though his comments are in direct reference to race-which, as we have seen, is a key element here-they also point to the source of a more general state of dysfunction within the Tar Heel family as this film explores it: "the only company I ever remember being ill at ease with was upper class male Southerners and it is their judgments that I not only have no sympathy for, but I was afraid of. I know the consequences." 15 At this early point in his career, Stoney was already learning to work through the discomfort in an effort to, however slowly, redirect these problematic judgments.
175 NOTHING COULD BE FINER? The second half of the film sets about deromanticizing the state by speaking directly to and eventually with this segment of the population, exploring the less attractive underbelly of the elements taken for granted in the other films and, in fact, in the earlier part of this film. The point is not to bash the state, but to examine it holistically and with an ever-hopeful eye to the future. In this regard, Stoney's film walks a seldomtraversed line. The unquestioned litany of the first act is followed not by a simple counterlitany, but by the very questions taken for granted. The answers to these questions, the film suggests, will strengthen the "family" of the film's title.
The result is a highly effective call-and-response structure that begins slowly and metaphorically with a series of coolly delivered statements meant to disrupt the These statements are followed by a smartly placed section describing industry's effect on the state's delicate ecology. The ecosystem, within the film's structure, is analogous to and an integral part of the film's titular family. Like the young people leaving the state in droves, the land itself needs care and nurturing or, the film suggests, we risk losing it forever. Again, Stoney is remarkably delicate here, well aware of the skepticism this argument might invite. A standard but also quite diplomatic ecological thesis-"as man's needs grow, we complicate the natural balance . . . sometimes we forget it altogether"-is followed by a more forceful, literal call-and-response section that leaves no doubt as to the film's redeemable villain: the North Carolina industrialist. The pattern moves as follows: one after another, these presumably upper-class, white Southern gentlemen offer excuses for their unchanging practices. These excuses are followed by some reasoned explanation of the real ecological and social ramifications this complacency ORGERON 176 might have. Those swiftly moving streams previously mentioned become menacing when, for instance, they are choked with industrial pollution (Figure 7 ). This section of the film ends with a usefully inclusive statement, followed by a similarly inclusive question: "All of us have forgotten nature's balance. How can we Tar Heels find a steady, dependable future?"
Tar Heel Family answers its own question in its final ten minutes, returning to the idea of demographic variety hinted at early on and focusing on the importance of a broadly conceived familial infrastructure. Acknowledging the uncomfortable fact that the Carolinian economy is precarious and far from diverse, the film advocates restoring and preserving balance through the maintenance of a healthy and educated community. The state has made great strides in medicine and education, but too often, rural citizens, black and white, may not reap the same benefits other citizens assume. This disparity offsets the balance of nature; it disrupts the harmony of the family. Again, however, Stoney's film maintains hope: "Once any community makes up its mind to prosper, its schools become centers of hope, places where the whole network of skills and talents are developed to support that prosperity." The sentiment is strengthened by images of successful and well-appointed black classrooms.
But simply basking in this hope, as the other films explored here revel in the mythology of success, accomplishes nothing, and film has a decidedly activist appeal.
Hope, within the structure Stoney so cautiously lays out, needs to be met with action, and this action needs to be universally inclusive. In the end, Stoney's script recaps his argument: "Solving these problems wisely makes possible an expanding level of employment, of education, of welfare, of health, and recreation. Our state will be a good place to live so long as we make sure that each Tar Heel born finds here a chance to know the fullness of his powers. For the skill and the strength to build a better life is found in many hands. North Carolina's future is a family affair" (see Figure 8 ).
Where The Tarheel 
Though the run of Southern Film News that George Stoney and Ledford
Carter provided me is by no means complete, it is representative of the years in question. These newsletters have been deposited at NCSA, where they are being researched for possible accession. 
